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Deep Learning and Implementations in Banking
Abstract
Data-driven technologies have been changing every aspect of human life and the fast-developing
banking sector with its data rich nature has become the implementation field of these fast-
evolving technologies. Deep learning, as one of the emerging technology in recent years, has
also been inevitably adopted for various improvements in banking. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no comprehensive literature review which focuses on specifically deep learning
and its implementations in banking. Therefore, this paper investigates the deep learning
technology in depth and summarizes the relevant applications in banking so to contribute
to the existing literature. Moreover, by providing reliable and up to date review, it is also
aimed to serve as the one-stop repository for banks and researchers who are interested in
embracing deep learning, whilst bringing insights for the directions of future research and
implementation.
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1 Introduction
It has been proven inevitable that almost all science subjects are embracing the data-driven
decision making and catching up them with the rapidly evolving data-driven technologies [1–4].
Under the thick blanket of overflowing Big Data, the usually hidden and significantly valuable in-
formation are encouraging numerous researchers and practitioners with relevant skills to further
improve the capability of nowadays data science empowered by advancing Artificial Intelligence
(AI) technologies. As one of the most influential subjects that closely relates to almost every-
thing of people’s day-to-day life, banking has been one of the pioneering sectors that actively
develop and implement advanced data-driven technologies. Thanks to the data-rich nature of
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the banking sector as well as the well developed essential data science infrastructure, banking
has been a popular field for data-driven researches on a global scale [3, 5].
One may notice that the variety of terms like machine learning, data mining, deep learning,
AI are used interchangeably, especially by the numerous resources made available online. This
is the inevitable result of the growing interests of the general public, the rapid developments
of these advanced technologies themselves, and the general knowledge gap due to the lack of
reliable educational resources in scale. The tech-knowledge gap and its associated problems
have been developing faster than ever nowadays, which has already become the challenge for
scaling up of many newly emerging industries, not to mention the consequences of fraud-related
criminal activities due to being lack of knowledge or most up to date information. Thus, it is













Figure 1: Global Google Trends from 2014 March to 2020 March.
As can be seen in Figure 1, where the monthly global Google trends indices are collected for
the terms including AI, data mining, machine learning and deep learning since 2014. Although
data mining attracted much more attention globally from the beginning in comparison with the
other three and showed slightly downward declining trend, yet it is still maintaining a relatively
good level of public interests. AI, machine learning and deep learning have all been rapidly
growing over the years, where deep learning shows the steepest exponentially growing curve and
stays the highest position closely followed by machine learning and AI. This further confirmed
the shift of attention due to the rapid advancements of these closely connected technologies in
general. It also further supports the main aim of this paper, which is to thoroughly investigate
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this emerging domain of deep learning and its implementations in the high profile banking sector.
Regarding the existing literature, there are a few comprehensive review papers which focus
on the data mining applications perspective [3,6–8], few papers further investigated some specific
implementations of data mining in banking, e.g. customer relationship management (CRM) [9],
fraud detection [10], credit scoring [11], etc. There are also researches which addressed the big
data implementations in banking sector [12], [5] investigated the blockchain-ed big data impact
in banking, whilst authors in [13] presented a specific analysis for Indian banks. Moreover, some
researchers addressed machine learning techniques in credit rating [14], risk management [15,69],
customer profiling and segmentation [17, 18]. However, it is to the best of our knowledge that
there is no comprehensive review focusing on deep learning and its implementations in banking.
Considering the emerging interests of deep learning and fast developing of the banking sector,
this paper is of paramount importance to connect the researchers of both subjects, summarize
the most up to date implementations and offer insights for future research directions.
The rest of the paper is organized so that section 2 introduces deep learning in-depth, section
3 summarizes the implementations of deep learning in the banking sector, finally, the conclusion
is provided in section 4.
2 Deep Learning
Deep learning is an emerging branch of machine learning as evident by its peaking trend index
in Figure 1. There have been tremendous acknowledgments of its advancements comparing to
other relatively ”less deep” machine learning techniques. It is noticed that the knowledge gap is
still the most significant entry barrier for most researchers and practitioners who are interested
in adopting more advanced technologies. This section will introduce deep learning and its key
techniques in details and it is also aimed to provide general and clear guidance of understanding
the differences among terms including AI, machine learning and deep learning, which are many
times used interchangeably.
Most people start to notice the rising of AI over the last decade, whilst AI is actually
a long history field of research back to the 1950s. For any software, programs, platforms and
machines, the capabilities of processing and learning driven by simulating the human intelligence
can be generally referred to as AI. The features of AI trending nowadays are the joint efforts
of rapid technological revolution and the expanding robotic process automation market [19].
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Undoubtedly, as witnessed by the changes AI has brought to our day to day life, AI nowadays
in the format of automated objects, process and augmented analytics are the keys of success
across sectors and subjects.
In general, AI as a much broader umbrella term contains many subsets: expert systems,
natural language processing, robotics, planning, speech and vision processing, as well as machine
learning, which is a significant subset of AI (the branches of AI can be found in [19]). It is of
note that the challenges remain to keep on top of all advancements as every branch involved
are rapidly evolving in the dimensions of both themselves and the combinations with one or
multiple other branches or trending techniques. In brief, machine learning as an important
subset of AI refers to the independent learning ability endowed to technological equipment on
data so to allow knowledge acquisition and performance improvements. Specifically, machine
learning algorithms enable the tasks to be achieved sufficiently by learning to generalize from
data or examples [20]. Considering the levels of involvement of human experiences or judgements
in the training process, machine learning can be further divided into supervised learning, semi-
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning [21]. More details of a
variety of machine learning algorithms can be found in established literature [22,23,46], thus we
will not repeat here.
Many times the terms deep learning and machine learning are used interchangeably and
it is noticed to be relatively blurry in clearly distinguishing these two. Technically speaking,
deep learning is machine learning, and it is considered to be a subset of machine learning where
different flavours of neural network techniques are incorporated. Deep learning techniques have
very strong intuitions of independent decision making and they are inspired by the mechanism
of the neural network of the human brain. The key difference of deep learning is that the
machine learns different layers of features following a logical structure from data on its own
rather than accepting the design of human engineers [25]. For instance, the AlphaGo by Google
has demonstrated a great example of deep learning. The idea of endowing machine the ability
to solitarily learn and solve problem on its own has further promoted the development and
implementation of deep learning across sectors [26–30]. Although it is still a questionable debate,
many argue that the advancements of deep learning will lead to ”true AI” whilst others disagree












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Based on the neural network algorithm, deep learning has been rapidly emerging and contains
several popular techniques which are established over the recent years: recursive neural network
(RvNN) [31], recurrent neural network (RNN) [32], convolutional neural network (CNN) [37,38],
deep boltzmann machine (DBM) [39], etc. A brief summary table of the popular key techniques
and corresponding milestone literature are summarized in Table 1. Please note that more details
of deep learning algorithms and frameworks can be found in [40–42] for readers who are interested
in the technical aspect of deep learning, thus we will not reproduce here. One can also refer to
deeplearning.net for abundant collections of resources.
3 Implementations of Deep Learning in Banking
The springing up of deep learning applications have been witnessed across sectors especially in
medical diagnosis and biological data processing thank to the merits like pattern recognition
and image processing deep learning has brought into these fields. After a comprehensive in-
vestigation of existing literature and other available resources online, considering the data-rich
nature of banking sector and its generally welcoming approaches in terms of embracing data-
driven technologies, this section aims to specifically investigate the existing implementations of
deep learning in the high profile banking sector. By providing the most up to date summary of
deep learning applications in banking, this paper contributes to connecting researchers in both
domains and bringing insights on the future research directions and potential implementations.
According to the wide implementations of deep learning in a broader scale of sectors, it has
been observed that the practical implementations of deep learning have many different forms,
i.e. virtual service assistants, smart image processing, face recognition, medical diagnosis, per-
sonalized marketing, etc. The following subsections systematically summarise the applications
of deep learning in practice into three domains of how deep learning is used for benefiting specifi-
cally the banking sector. Although practical implementation can be complex or presenting in the
format of different combinations, we attempt to group the implementations into three domains
including marketing, customer relationship management (CRM) and risk management. Specif-




Deep learning has been strategically applied for marketing related activities across sectors [47],
and the banking sector is no exception [48]. In general, deep learning can assist banks in
targeting the “right” customers with “right” marketing campaign so to assure the effectiveness
of its marketing activities under the intense competitions banks are facing nowadays.
Researchers have attempted to apply deep learning techniques in personalized marketing of
retail banking, in which the most profitable group of customers are identified for correspond-
ing marketing campaign, customer behaviours are also learned continuously so that banks can
prioritize more precise offers and referrals. The telemarketing data of the Portugues banking
institutions between 2008 and 2010 is used in [49] with deep CNN architecture for identifying
customers who are likely to accept marketing proposal. The authors in [50] proposed a collec-
tion of modified artificial neural networks and applied on the bank direct marketing data set
from [51] in verifying the performance in direct marketing. Yan (2018) [52] demonstrated the
application of convolutional neural network via a Kaggle competition on Santander’s customer
data, in which the customer’s behaviour are learned for predicting the usage of bank prod-
ucts.  Ladyżyński et al. (2019) [53] used customer transactional data from a large retail bank
in Poland and identified the group of more promising customers by deep belief networks and
stacked restricted Boltzman machines via the H2O platform, this then allows direct marketing
and significantly improves the performance of marketing campaign.
3.2 Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
Just as any other customer oriented businesses, the banking sector also significantly value cus-
tomer relationship management (CRM) given its intensely competitive business environment.
As a data-rich sector which has access to abundant customer information as well as banking be-
haviour records, it is crucial ability for a bank to be able to understand their customer and offer
timely customized service. By interacting with customers and being supportive with personalized
services, the aim of successful CRM is to improve its productivity of customer interaction [54].
To the best of our knowledge, we here in this subsection list the observed applications of deep
learning in assisting the CRM of banking sector.
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Customer profiling & segmentation is the first important step of knowing your customer
and is closely connected with direct marketing. The banks gather customer information sys-
tematically and transform all available data into a structured way so they are analyzable and
ready for being exploited further by advanced techniques like deep learning. The banks are
learning from the data obtained so to build up the comprehensive profile of their customer and
potentially group their customers by different features and tasks. A relatively early research by
Davies et al. (1996) [55] applied neural network analysis on customer segmentation in regard to
one’s attitudinal types against ATM services. Many research (i.e. [56,57,62]) followed and inves-
tigated customer segmentation via different models learning customer behaviour from content
rich data collected by banks. Wang et al.(2018) [59] applied BP neural network algorithm on
commercial banks’ data set in China for establishing an improved customer hierarchy system.
According to the customers data of the Saman Bank in Iran, Zhou et al.(2019) [60] compared
the performance of neural network with other data mining techniques and achieved over 97%
accuracy in customer behaviour segmentation.
Customer service and satisfaction is another main usage of deep learning in banking [61].
The advancements of deep learning enabled more intelligent chat-bot / service bot for offering
restless customer services and improving customer satisfaction [62]. There have been many
successful use cases of chat-bot across the world. For instance according to [63], Erica (the
virtual assistant of Bank of America), COIN (contract intelligence platform of JPMorgan), Eno
(chat-bot assistant of Captial One), Ally assistant (by Ally Bank), Clinc (by USAA), AmEx
(by American Express), Amy (by HKBC), Haro and Dori (by Hang Seng Bank), Aida (by
SEB), Emma (by OCBC Bank), Ceba (by Commonwealth Bank in Australia), POSB by (DBS
bank), etc. These AI-driven chat-bots usually accept customer interactions via voice or text
commands, as well as tapping options over the screen. They are intelligently engineered to give
24/7 efficient support for most of the day-to-day tasks of bank customers. Quah and Chuan
(2019) [64] investigated the use of chat-bot in the banking industry of Singapore, which has
been recognised as one of the top global FinTech hubs. The concern of trust as a challenge
of applying chat-bot in banking is addressed in [65] with new measure proposed for evaluating
chat-bot performance.
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Customer churn detection plays significant role in evaluating business success, customer-
centric sectors like banking also pay great attention on retaining customers. Thus, the improve-
ments by embracing the most advanced techniques have been continuously observed on the
identification of customer churn. Using the customer data set of a Chinese commercial bank,
the authors in [66] addressed the advantage of deep learning algorithms on predicting customer
churn. The transactional data of the private banks in Iran were adopted in [67] for verifying the
capability of recurrent neural networks in preventing customer churn. A very recent research by
Caigny et al.(2019). [68] systematically investigated the implementation of convolutional neu-
ral networks on customer churn prediction, and proved the improved performance of CNN in
processing textual data.
It is noticed that considering the wide scale of CRM, its collaboration with deep learning
techniques seems relatively limited, still many potentials are waiting to be discovered. It is pos-
sibly due to the fact that deep learning in comparison with general machine learning techniques
has its merits mainly in image processing, natural language processing as well as audio/video
processing. This determined that deep learning techniques in the format of chat-bot/service bot
has the better premises of implementation in banking.
3.3 Risk Management
Another essential pillar of the banking sector is risk management. The general aim of risk man-
agement can be briefly summarized as protecting assets and preventing potential losses. For the
banking sector which provides a variety of services covering almost every aspects of human life,
its risk management meanwhile can be a difficult but crucial task. Therefore, it is undoubtedly
that banking sector will actively embrace those advanced data analyses techniques for preventing
risks to their business and assets. Parallel researches about general machine learning applica-
tions in banking risk management are conducted by Leo et al.(2019) [69] and Petropoulos et
al.(2020) [70], which specifically focused on bank insolvencies prediction. An earlier research by
Lin et al.(2011) [71] reviewed the machine learning applications for predicting financial crisis.
In this subsection, we investigate specifically the implementations of deep learning techniques
in some of the most important elements of risk management in banking, these include but not
limited to: protecting the values of assets in investment, assessing risks of loan approval and
preventing fraud.
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Investment and Portfolio Management It is of note that there have been relatively ex-
haustive research which focuses on the forecasting advancements of financial time series via
deep learning techniques. More details can be found in a very recent comprehensive review pa-
per of [72] in 2020, the authors systematically summarized over 200 applications between 2005
to 2019, thus we will not reproduce the relevant literature. To assist the accurate evaluation
of repricing risk, Karisma and Widyantoro (2016) [73] applied deep neural network algorithm
on the monthly report data of public bank in Indonesia and achieved better identification of
repricing gap than the standard backpropagation method. The usage of deep learning in option
pricing was investigated by [74] and robust performance was confirmed comparing to the empir-
ical approaches. Weigand (2019) [75] also focused on the asset pricing domain, and summarized
the applications of general machine learning techniques. Chen et al.(2017) [76] applied the k-
competitive autoencoder deep learning techniques for text processing of financial reports made
by US public banks and it outperformed the other machine learning techniques in terms of iden-
tifying failed bank and assisting financial decision making. Similarly, the authors in [77] used
recurrent neural networks techniques and analysed over 6.6 million news articles for the predic-
tion of bank distress. Using over 11 thousands US public companies data set, Mai et al.(2018) [78]
compared the performances of convolutional neural networks and average embedding model in
terms of predicting bankruptcy. Later, Qu et al.(2019) [79] presented a comprehensive review
on the implementations of deep learning techniques on bankruptcy prediction. A recent study of
Vo et al.(2019) [80] incorporated the environmental, social and governance metrics and the long
short term memory (LSTM) deep learning technique for portfolio optimization with sustainable
consideration of social impact.
Loan Approval It is of crucial importance for banks to comprehensively evaluate the risks
before approving loans. Luo et al.(2016) [81] adopted the credit default swaps data set and
applied deep belief networks and restricted boltzmann machines for achieving improved credit
score modelling. A research project conducted by Sirignano et al. (2018) [82] used over 120
million mortgages data in the US between 1995 and 2014, and evaluated the performance of deep
neural networks on modelling morgage risk. The authors in [83] compared the performances of
tree based and artificial neural networks methods in predicting loan default probability of over
117 thousands enterprises. Kvamme et al.(2018) [84] investigated the real world Norwegian
mortgage portfolio data set and applied convolutional neural networks for credit risk prediction.
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Fraud Detection The wide spread use of credit card has formed a significant portion of
day to day banking services, which brings in both abundant profit as well as risks. The fraud
detection is another important domain banks pay extreme attentions to in terms of preventing
losses. In regard to the relevant implementations of deep learning techniques, the authors in [85]
used deep artificial neural networks with 18 months of transactional data set for verifying the
performance of fraud detection. Fu et al.(2016) [86] applied convolutional neural networks on real
word transactional data set of a commercial bank in China and outperformed other established
methods in identifying credit card fraud behaviours. With the same deep learning technique
- convolutional neural network, similar task was conducted in [87] for online transaction fraud
detection. A different deep learning technique - autoencoder was applied in [88] to distinguish
credit card fraud from transactional data. In a similar research with autoencoder technique,
data set from European banks was used in [89]. Pumsirirat and Yan (2018) [90] combined
autoencoder and restricted boltzmann machine techniques for fraud detection experiments on
German, Australian and European data set.
4 Conclusion
The springing up of technological advancements in data science has promoted significant changes
across sectors in a global scale, this paper aims to provide further clarification of the emerg-
ing ”deep learning” in the context of general confusions caused by its interchangeable use with
other relevant concepts like AI and machine learning. The trends of deep learning indicates
rapidly raising global interests, as such it is crucially important to provide clear introduction of
deep learning and its key techniques. This contributes to overcome the general knowledge gap
between technological experts and the general public, so to further promote its wide implemen-
tations. Here in this paper, we specifically investigated the banking sector due to its data-rich
nature and historically welcoming environment in embracing advanced technologies. After the
comprehensive review of most up to date deep learning applications in banking, to the best of
our knowledge, it is noticed that deep learning techniques offers generally improved capacity in
processing more complex data set, and more stable performance thank to the advancements of
deep neural networks. However, the applications of deep learning in general have specialities in
the domains of image processing and natural language processing. Therefore, its implementa-
tions in banking seem overall relatively limited (as being summarized in section 3), still many
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more potentials in the broader horizon of banking are waiting to be exploited. It is also no-
ticed that there are relatively small amount of academic literature of deep learning in banking.
Literature mainly investigate the general term machine learning and its applications, much less
research that specifically study deep learning and its applications, not to mention focusing on a
specific sector. Many of the most advanced techniques and its applications stay at the stage of
conference presentation and proceeding, there is simply not enough reliable academic and public
exposure to be widely acknowledged by the general public, which could be one of the reasons
leading to knowledge gap. We discovered that the applications of deep learning in banking
mainly targeted the customer relationship management and risk management domains, likely
due to the availability of data in banking. There are also many potential deep learning imple-
mentations which we could not identify in existing academic literature in banking, for instance,
face recognition, user authorization, cyber security, audio/video processing, etc. It is expected
that this paper can connect the researchers and practitioners in both deep learning and banking
fields and provide insights to future research.
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